Rotational state-resolved reaction cross section in the reactions of state-selected CH with NO and with O2.
A pure and highly intense state-selected pulsed supersonic CH(X (2)Pi) radical beam source was developed by use of the C((1)D)+H(2) reaction with the combination of the state selection and purification by an electrostatic hexapole field. Under the beam-cell condition, the elementary reactions of CH+NO and CH+O(2) were studied by using this state-selected CH beam. NH(A (3)Pi) [and NCO(A (2)Sigma(+))] formations and OH(A (2)Sigma(+)) formation were directly identified in the elementary reaction of CH+NO and CH+O(2), respectively. For the CH+NO reaction, the relative branching ratio sigma(NCO*)sigma(NH) of NCO(A (2)Sigma(+)) formation to NH(A (3)Pi) formation was determined to be 0.35+/-0.15. The state-selected reaction cross sections were determined for each rotational state of CH. In the CH+NO reaction, a remarkable rotational state dependence of the reactive cross section was revealed, while the CH+O(2) reaction showed little rotational state dependence.